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Virtual Celebrations Bring Real Joy

by Julianna Moises

Inc. MAGAZINE
Many people will be using virtual conferencing platforms like Zoom to celebrate the holidays with friends and family

This year’s holiday season has left families 

across the nation navigating uncharted waters.  

With the pandemic raging after a recent surge 

of COVID-19 cases, traveling to see loved ones 

comes not only with a new set of challenges, 

but inherent dangers. 

     The rise in coronavirus cases in the week 

following Thanksgiving sent out a clear 

message. Despite warnings from the CDC to 

stay home, there were record numbers of 

flights, according to USA Today. On the 

Sunday after Thanksgiving, almost 1.2 million 

Socially distanced celebrations are the party of choice in the year 2o2o

people boarded planes.  If people continue to 

disregard these warnings, the CDC predicts 

that December holiday travels will have a 

similar result. On Wednesday, December 9, 

The Washington Post
Traveling during a pandemic comes with a new set of protocols 
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Dear EBHS,
There are moments that define a generation, 

but over the past 12 months, Generation Z has 

already lived through more than a lifetime of 

memories. It was a year of social distance, of 

finding solace in isolation. A year of blue 

light glasses and fashion masks, of searching 

for toilet paper in apocalyptic Target aisles. It 

was a summer of racial reckoning, of calls for 

justice in cities across the nation. It was a fall 

of anxious waiting, for a president, a cure, an 

answer—when will this end? It certainly wasn’t 

what we had expected when we left school 

that fateful day on March 11. But there are 

moments that define a student body too. For 

us, perhaps it was in that day leading up to 

the phone call, the one that shut the schools 

and our worlds down for good. Perhaps 

COVID-19 didn’t seem so far away anymore, 

in those hours of watching life as we knew it 

do a 180.  Perhaps
the world didn’t either. And perhaps, somewhere in between the 

absence of Dr. Valeski’s usual snow day jokes in his phone call 

and the case numbers on the world news that night, we realized 

that history isn’t always something you read in 

textbooks—sometimes, you’re living through a chapter.

     It’s hard to believe that 2020 is coming to an end at long last. 

It’s even harder to believe that March is only three months 

away. The countdown is on until 2021, until the moment the ball 

drops on an empty Times Square. It’s been a year of changes 

and some setbacks, but if this holiday season has taught us one 

thing, it’s that sometimes, our loved ones are the most valuable 

gift of all. 

Visual by Hannah Junn

From the Editors-in-Chief:

Happy Holidays, EBHS!

-Carley and Julia
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Dr. Anthony Fauci told CNBC that 

celebrations over the course of Christmas, 

Hanukkah, and New Year’s could “extend [the] 

vulnerable period by two or three times what 

you do on Thanksgiving.”

  This doesn’t bode well for those whose 

families live in different parts of the country, 

or even different parts of the world. The CDC 

said that air travel, which requires spending 

large amounts of time in security lines and 

airport terminals, can increase the chances of 

both spreading and getting COVID-19. While 

many argue that viruses do not spread easily 

on flights because of air circulation, sitting 

within six feet of others may increase a 

passenger’s risk of getting the coronavirus. 

     Although the CDC strongly advises the 

public not to travel, they encourage those who 

do to get flu shots beforehand, get tested for 

COVID-19, and wash their hands throughout 

the day. During a time like this, precautions 

are crucial to  flattening  the coronavirus 

curve. 

     Instead of traveling this year, many have 

found at-home alternatives to their usual 

holiday celebrations. For EBHS Junior Anika 

Morin, virtual celebrations are nothing new.

     “Every year, I wait for midnight on 

Christmas, because I call my relatives from the 

Philippines,” Morin said.  Despite the different 

time zones, the tradition is one that helps 

Morin’s family bond. During these 

unpredictable times, it is also one that many 

families can take advantage of while they are 

apart. 

     EBHS Junior Leona Jain plans to do the 

same using Zoom, a popular video 

conferencing app, to host holiday parties with 

her friends. From caroling karaoke to 

scavenger hunts, people can utilize Zoom and 

other virtual platforms to do many of the 

activities they would have done at an 

in-person party. 

     “I did not travel for the holidays, so I was 

not affected by the pandemic,”  Jain said.

     Social-distancing events, which take place 

outdoors and require individuals to wear 

masks and remain six feet apart at all times, 

are another option for people to celebrate. 

Some towns have even reopened drive-in 

movie theaters to screen movies and allow 

people to enjoy holiday films from the comfort 

of their cars while still being amongst their 

communities. However, even if attendees 

remain socially distant and follow health 

guidelines, in-person gatherings still pose a 

higher risk than virtual events and activities.

     Despite the obstacles of this holiday season, 

there are still many ways to celebrate with 

friends and family. At the end of the day, the 

holiday spirit is all about spreading joy and 

compassion, whether it be in-person or through 

a Zoom call.

_________________________________________
DC.com

Extra precautions now come with air travel
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2020 has been stressful, but thanks to SpaceX, 

Americans finally had a reason to look 

up—literally. Recently, NASA and SpaceX 

made history after teaming up to send 

astronauts to the International Space Station 

from American soil. At 7:27 PM EST on 

Sunday, November 15, the Falcon 9 rocket 

launched from Kennedy Space Center in 

Florida carrying the Crew Dragon 

spacecraft—the first ever NASA-certified 

commercial human spacecraft 

system—beginning a six-month mission 

aboard the ISS for astronauts Shannon 

Walker, Victor Glover, Mike Hopkins, and 

Soichi Noguchi.

     The launch comes as a significant 

milestone for American space exploration. In 

the past decade, the United States has 

launched spacecraft to the ISS from other 

locations like Russia, which can cost over $80 

million per astronaut. A NASA report from 

last month estimated that, with the Crew 

Dragon, launches cost only $55 million per 

astronaut, and can be performed domestically. 

In the future, NASA plans to continue its 

“safe, reliable, and cost-effective missions to 

the International Space Station using 

American private industry,” NASA 

administrator Jim Bridestine said while 

discussing the astronauts’ recent mission. 

     The mission is the first ever in NASA's 

Commercial Crew Program (CCP), which 

consists of rotating expeditions to the ISS 

using both Boeing and SpaceX capsules.

     “I think that the Commercial Crew 

Program launches are a great accomplishment 

for NASA and SpaceX,” said Mr. Daus, an 

astronomy teacher at EBHS. “The US has 

always been a leader in space, and it is good 

for science, good for the economy, and good 

for the American psyche to be able to launch 

American astronauts into space in American 

spaceships and from American soil again.” 

With this public-private partnership, NASA 

will be able to move further in space 

exploration and make new scientific 

discoveries  for the US. 

    

NASA Teams 

up with 

SpaceX to 

take on the 

Final Frontier

by Fiona Sheard Observer
A Falcon 9 rocket carrying the company’s Crew Dragon 
spacecraft________________________________________

“Good for science, good for the economy, 

and good for the American psyche.” 



SpaceX, however, has had some trouble while 

developing its technology. On Wednesday, 

December 9, a SpaceX launch vehicle named 

Starship (SN8) launched at 5:45 pm EST in 

southern Texas. The rocket flew several miles 

into the air before disengaging its main 

rockets and undergoing a controlled descent 

to the launch site. However, the rocket was 

unable to decelerate and exploded upon 

impact.  While many were shaken by the 
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outcome, SpaceX viewed SN8’s explosion as a

success, since they were able to get the data 

they needed. Plus, on December 13, SpaceX's 

Falcon 9 rocket launched into space, 

successfully deploying a satellite for radio 

provider SiriusXM. With each step closer to a 

voyage to Mars, SpaceX is making immense 

and memorable progress for US space 

exploration. 

     The recent launches could also give citizens 

the opportunity to get involved. As senior 

Kevin Ernst put it, investments in Elon Musk’s 

companies, especially Tesla stock, have 

returned a lot of money, and soon “people will 

want the chance to own a piece of space 

exploration if the company goes public.”

     With such advancements, space—the final 

frontier—is gradually becoming less of a 

mystery and more of a reality. 

    

Space.com
From left, Shannon Walker, Victor Glover, Michael Hopkins, and 
Soichi Noguchi sit in the Crew Dragon spacecraft
________________________________________

A Masked Crisis
by Shaheer Saud and William Anil

As the end of the year approaches, what 

started out as a seemingly two-week vacation 

from school due to COVID-19 now often feels 

more like an inescapable purgatory. Now, 

there’s another, lesser-known pandemic 

spreading behind closed doors because of it—a 

mental health crisis. 

   According to the CDC, by late June, “four 

percent of U.S. adults reported struggling with 

mental health or substance use, with 11 percent 

seriously considering suicide." Reports of 

drastic increases in stress, anxiety, and 

 

depression due to the coronavirus pandemic 

have led many mental health professionals to 

label this time as a mental health pandemic as 

well.  

     Feelings of fear, loneliness, and uncertainty 

that are a product of the pandemic make 

coping with depression and anxiety far more 

difficult.  Additionally, social distancing has 

made it harder for those struggling with 

mental health issues to seek help. And 

although people of all ages may struggle with 

their mental health, adolescents are at a much

TW: depression, anxiety



_______________________________________________________________________________________

     “Try to compartmentalize work/school 

versus recreation/family time,” said Mr. 

Wildermuth. “Set clear boundaries in your 

life—your time for yourself and/or 

family/friends is sacred.  Look at things from a 

positive light, and focus on things you can 

actually control. Avoid excessive screen time, 

especially at night. It interferes with a good 

night's rest. Poor quality sleep is linked to 

depressed moods and enhanced anxiety 

levels.”

     There are also myriad options for those 

seeking more serious treatment. 

    "For some, therapy or mental health 

intervention with professionals or medication 

is an option,” said Mayor Brad Cohen, a 

physician. For Mayor Cohen, providing 

resources for coping and treatment is 

imperative. “We must ensure that the 

healthcare delivery system provides such     

Vector Solutions
The coronavirus pandemic has given rise to many mental health issues

a much higher risk of developing mental 

health disorders due to fluctuating hormones, 

peer pressure, and increased use of 

technology. School is a major contributing 

factor, too. 

    “School is stressful enough, and now there’s 

this added level of learning with tech and the 

threat of a literal virus,” said EBHS Junior 

Iman Khan. “It’s harder for me to motivate 

myself to do work and focus for long periods 

of time. I’m often very stressed about how 

people and governments are dealing with the 

pandemic.”

     Khan is not alone in feeling stressed and 

overwhelmed. Aside from school, fear of the 

unknown, the media, and the loss of loved 

ones are all major stress factors. To students 

struggling in these tough times, Mr. 

Wildermuth, a Psychology teacher at EBHS, 

suggested several coping methods.
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services, that insurance plans increase such 

coverage, and that provisions be made to care 

for those falling through the cracks because 

they do not have insurance."     

 Online therapy has also become a popular 

option for patients struggling with mental 

health disorders during quarantine. Sites like 

Talkspace and BetterHelp allow people

 

to talk virtually with licensed therapists. In 

times like these, perseverance is key. We must 

hold on to hope and continue to cope with 

mental health issues and the state of the world 

for the foreseeable future. In the words of 

Mayor Cohen, “These issues must be treated 

before we can ever truly talk about COVID-19 

in the past tense.”

Page 7 News & Opinions 

New Jersey Vote to Legalize Marijuana Stirs the Pot
by Atharv Shelar

Last month, 65 percent of New Jerseyans 

voted for a constitutional amendment to 

legalize recreational marijuana. However, the 

future of cannabis use in the Garden State is 

still up for debate. 

     Those concerned about the negative effects 

of marijuana strongly believe that legalization 

will lead to an overall increase in usage among 

young adults and teenagers. With all of the 

health risks in mind, in addition to the burden 

on hospitals and taxpayers and potential 

accidents, people feel that legalizing 

marijuana will have too many undesired 

consequences. According to the American 

Academy of Pediatrics, younger people who 

smoke tend to have “impaired short-term 

memory, decreased concentration, lowered 

attention span, and difficulty in problem 

solving.” For those who are pregnant, 

marijuana can cause birth defects and 

developmental delays to the baby.

     To EBHS junior Vraj Shah, legalizing 

cannabis in New Jersey will normalize a 

potentially damaging substance. “It is an 

addictive drug that will make people more 

dependent on it,” Shah said. “Simply put, it 

just adds more pressure on our hospitals and 

taxpayers who will be harmed as the number 

of marijuana-related accidents increase.”

     Like Shah, many anti-cannabis residents 

believe that recreational marijuana use will 

lead younger generations to disregard 

potential side-effects. As with cigarette     

     
The New York Times

Chief executive of Harmony Dispensary, examining marijuana 
plants in Secaucus, NJ_________________________________________

smoking and alcohol, it is addictive, and just 

because it’s legal, doesn’t mean it’s safe.

     With increased use of recreational 

marijuana, traffic accidents and deaths could 

also be a possibility. Marijuana-related traffic 
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deaths rose 62 percent following the 

legalization of marijuana in Colorado. 

Additionally, marijuana, like cigarettes, can 

cause lung-tissue damage both to the user and 

those inhaling the second-hand smoke. In 

fact, research shows that marijuana is five 

times more deadly than smoking tobacco 

cigarettes.

 On the other hand, marijuana sales, if 

legalized, could boost tax revenues and help 

the economy. A study in Nevada projected $7.5 

billion in economic activity within the first 

seven years of legalization, and the University 

of California Agricultural Issues Center 

projects 5 billion dollars in revenue each year.   

  In addition to economic benefits, the 

legalization of marijuana may also decrease 

illegal activity. Vinay Panthena, an EBHS 

junior, noted that “although there are many 

negative effects of legalizing marijuana, 

including the detrimental health effects, it 

could help reduce the power of black markets 

and lower the amount of crime.”

   Among NJ lawmakers, a decriminalization bill 

was introduced in tandem with the legalization 

bill to address such concerns, making 

possession of up to six ounces of marijuana 

legal.

  In addition, when marijuana is illegal, crime 

rates increase, and black markets, drug dealers, 

and other crime organizations benefit. 

Researchers at Regional Science and Urban 

Economics found that adding a marijuana 

dispensary to neighborhoods in Denver, where 

marijuana was legalized in 2012, decreased 

 

monthly crime rates by 19 percent, the majority 

of those crimes being nonviolent (trespassing, 

public disorder, criminal mischief, etc.). In this 

way, police forces that are overworked will not 

have to deal with many marijuana-related 

criminal cases.

     

     Although both sides of this issue are still up 

for debate, as of November 2020, a new Gallup 

poll reported that 68 percent of Americans 

believe marijuana should be legal, a record high 

over the past five decades.

The Daily Journal
Columbia Care, a new maijuana dispensary, opens in Vineland, 
New Jersey__________________________________________

Should the US Impose 
Stricter COVID 
Regulations?

After another deadly wave this fall, the 

COVID-19 curve is beginning to flatten in 

several countries across the world, but 

Americans are facing an entirely different 

reality.

     Since the initial global appearance of 

COVID-19 in March 2020, infection cases have 

risen steadily worldwide. However, world 

leaders have taken different  approaches to 

     

by Ben Yu



counteract the effects of the virus, and the 

stark contrast between infection rates in many 

countries in Europe, Asia, and other 

continents compared to the United States’ case 

numbers (recently 46,313 cases per million 

capita) has left many Americans with the same 

question: should the U.S. follow other 

countries’ approach of imposing stricter 

COVID-19 regulations?

     Multiple European countries recently 

imposed lockdowns, but not all of them have 

been completely effective. The Robert Koch 

Institute reported 20,200 new coronavirus 

cases in Germany during a 24-hour period, 

and German Chancellor Angela Merkel 

announced new lockdown restrictions that are 

expected to be in place until January 10 at the 

earliest to battle the impact of the virus. But in 

New Zealand, chains of transmission were 

identified using contact tracing and 

widespread testing before they could affect 

more vulnerable groups. Twenty-five people 

have died from the virus in New Zealand.

     To sophomore Mohammed Alkhafaji, it’s  

an indication that the U.S. should closely 

follow more successful nations’ preventative 

measures.

     “I feel that if the U.S. were to quarantine 

themselves and not go out in public spaces for 

a few weeks, or maybe a couple of months, 

much of the virus could be eliminated, which 

in the long term, would accelerate recovery 

and reduce the death count,” Alkhafaji said. 

Ideally, if the U.S. were to follow the methods 

of nations like New Zealand, the virus would 

cease to spread, thus ending the pandemic 

 

once and for all.

     While many believe the nation is failing to 

respond appropriately, others feel that the U.S. 

is doing just fine. To sophomore Andrew 

Wanna, taking a similar approach as Europe 

in imposing lockdowns could have negative 

consequences.

     “Considering the size of the US and its 

economy, imposing strict lockdowns would 

without question be detrimental to the 

country. I mean—we saw back in summer 2020, 

the U.S. lost about 22 million jobs to 

COVID-19,” Wanna said.

     Wanna was right—because of COVID-19, 22 

million Americans were unemployed. 

Moreover, the thought of a second lockdown, 

to many, is daunting, and seeking cooperation 

of nearly 330 million Americans is a large feat 

to accomplish.

     However, A Health Affairs study concluded 

that the quarantine wasn’t for nothing—in fact, 

it  was more effective the longer it stayed in 

place. The social distancing mandates in the 

U.S. reduced the daily growth rate of confirmed 

COVID-19 cases by 5.4 percentage points after 

one to five days, 6.8 percentage points after six 
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 The Wall Street Journal
An empty downtown Chicago street amid COVID-19 lockdown 
restrictions_________________________________________
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to ten days, 8.2 percentage points after eleven to 

fifteen days, and 9.1 percentage points after 

sixteen to twenty days in March and April. By 

that calculation, more than 10 million cases 

were likely avoided by April 27.

     Fortunately, with recent news of successful 

COVID-19 vaccine trials and the start of vaccine 

shipments to the U.S., an end to the pandemic is 

just on the horizon. While a vaccine alone is not 

enough to end the pandemic, experts have 

estimated that it may mean a return to 

normality by mid-2021, offering hope to 

Americans and the rest of the world.

 

and age are accounted for, mortality rates in 

prisons are two times higher than amongst the 

general public. 

     In hopes of reducing the rapid spread of 

COVID-19 in correctional facilities, states like 

Colorado have released non-violent inmates 

with underlying health conditions who were 

arrested for minor crimes. States such as 

California have also implemented these 

measures through lowering the bail amounts 

to zero dollars for misdemeanors. New Jersey 

Chief Justice Stuart Rabner has even 

temporarily pardoned 1,000 inmates who 

committed “low-level indictable” crimes, 

which amounts to about a tenth of the state’s 

county jail population. 

  “Prison systems were not prepared at all for 

the pandemic,” Vivian Fang, an EBHS student 

taking Criminal Justice in America, said.

“Given [the inmates’] inability to quarantine 

Pandemic Prison 
Reform: An 
Unexpected Silver 
Lining?
by Karis Mao and Olivia Woodard

In correctional facilities across the nation, 

COVID-19 cases are raging, bringing national 

attention to the long-standing issue of prison 

reform.

     With poor conditions inside prisons, such 

as minimal sanitation, overcrowded spaces, 

and limited access to proper healthcare, 

inmates are at an even greater risk of 

contracting the virus. People incarcerated in 

U.S. prisons tested positive for COVID-19 at a 

rate 5.5 times higher than the general public. 

By December 8, at least 249,883 people in 

prison tested COVID positive, a 10 percent 

increase from the week before, according to 

The Marshall Project. When ethnicity, sex, 

Bloomberg
As the coronavirus pandemic continues, prison reform is needed 
more than ever_________________________________________

 “The most successful 

[approach] is simply to not put 

people in to begin with. ” 



and other risk factors such as illness and age 

which results from long-term incarceration, 

the infection rate among prisoners and prison 

staff is bound to be higher than anywhere else 

in the country.” 

     American prisons currently hold more than 

1.5 million individuals. The nation’s respective 

Bureau of Prisons is overcrowded by 14-25 

percent, and the limited time for inmates to 

transition to community correctional facilities 

before finishing their sentence exacerbates 

overcrowding.  

     Before the pandemic, prison reform efforts 

were minimal, though advocates had 

implemented prison programming, a method 

in helping incarcerated people be successful 

after their sentence has ended. They offer a 

wide range of topics to prisoners, from mental 

health and substance abuse support to life 

skills and family management classes. As a 

result of this, correctional facilities did observe 

a reduction in incarceration as well as a 

reduction in misconduct incidents.

     However, what COVID-19 has instigated is 

a decarceration effort like never before. Many 

now believe that the virus showed that 

decreasing jail populations could be done 
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without a risk to public safety. While many 

states are halting the transfer of inmates from 

jail to prison, others are putting an emphasis 

on mental health and addiction treatment as 

an alternative to the prison system. 

  To Adi Beniluz, an EBHS student taking 

Psychology, mental health treatment is 

something that correctional facilities already 

do not emphasize enough—the pandemic, 

Beniluz said, has only increased the need for 

it. 

     “COVID-19 created even more isolation for 

those in prison, restricting visits and 

interactions that were previously already 

limited,” Beniluz noted. “Humans are social 

creatures, and this type of isolation is not 

psychologically healthy.” 

  However, in an effort to prevent 

overcrowding, the pandemic might very well 

have led to a more permanent decarceration 

effort in the best way possible to many: 

starting at the root of the problem.

     “The most successful [approach] is simply 

to not put people in [prison] to begin with,” 

Amber Chambers-Smith, director of Ohio 

Dept. of Rehabilitation and Correction, said in 

a NASEM webcast. “Turn the tap off.”

Toward Freedom
COVID-19 outbreaks in correctional facilities have been among the worst in the nation_______________________________________________________________________________________
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months ago, the group explores the major 

changes that have taken place in their lives 

since the coronavirus outbreak. Consisting of 

eight tracks: “Life Goes On,” “Fly to My 

Room,” “Blue & Grey,” “Skit,” “Telepathy,” 

“Dis-ease,” “Stay,” and “Dynamite,” the album 

allows BTS to not only display their singing, 

rapping, and dancing abilities, but also the 

songwriting and directing skills of each 

member.

   The album has also been extremely 

successful, the title track, “Life Goes On”, 

becoming the first predominantly Korean 

song to reach number one on the Billboard 

Hot 100, and their songs claiming the six 

highest spots of the Digital Sales Chart 

simultaneously. 

     Even from their debut days, BTS has not 

shied away from addressing current events. 

Hanna Lee, a sophomore and member of 

Asian Club at EBHS said, “They have often 

addressed and spread awareness of issues in 

their songs such as self-love, identity crises, 

and now the coronavirus. Overall, they 

represent various communities very 

well—allowing fans to connect not just to the 

music but the artist themselves.”

     

   LOVE MYSELF

BTS’ ‘Love Myself’ campaign with UNICEF against violence

If you have yet to hear of BTS, this is a prime 

time to get to know these K-pop sensations 

who are breaking record after record and 

rewriting history. This seven-member South 

Korean boy band, consisting of Jin, Suga, 

J-Hope, RM, Jimin, V, and Jungkook, made 

its debut in 2013 and has been rising to the top 

of the music scene ever since. Following their 

win as ‘Top Social Artist’ at the 2018 Billboard 

Music Awards, the band managed to 

successfully join the American market. With 

2020 being their best year yet, BTS has 

become the first Korean group to receive a 

Grammy nomination and number one hit on 

the Billboard Hot 100 chart, with their first 

all-English single, “Dynamite.”
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BTS:  Be-lieve in 
the Power of 
Music

   Twitter
BTS on set for their disco-pop hit single, “Dynamite”
________________________________________

by Julie Kim

   

  Be is the fifth studio album released by BTS 

and their first album since the start of the 

global pandemic. Following their fourth studio 

album, Map of the Soul: 7 just nine 
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     With this experience in discussing current 

issues through their music, BTS has once 

again delivered with their new album, which 

talks about their frustrations and struggles in 

light of the current situation, but also acts as a 

message of hope for fans throughout these 

difficult times. The songs in the album are 

relatable; in the delicate “Fly to My Room,” 

Jimin soulfully sings, “Somebody turn back 

the clock/ the entire year got stolen.” Each 

song is animated with relatable lyrics, but it’s 

the simplicity and specificity that compels and 

touches listeners.

     With such a large fanbase in the U.S. and 

around the world, BTS has continued to 

expand Asian representation throughout the 

country. Shaunak Mitra, a senior at EBHS, 

said that “as BTS gets more popular, it 

exposes [the K-pop group] to a more varied 

group of listeners, expanding [Asian] 

representation. It’s very empowering to see. 

By being more inclusive in the entertainment 

industry, minority races can now defy 

stereotypes that have previously been placed 

against them.”

     With the sudden pandemic and shutdowns, 

BTS and many other artists have been 

affected. Nonetheless, the group has 

maintained their optimism and continued to 

deliver not just great music but amazing 

outcomes as well. Despite the pandemic, BTS 

continues to stay hopeful, the group’s leader 

RM saying, “time will go on, tomorrow will 

come, and the morning will rise.” Just like 

their track is titled: life goes on.  
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With winter break just around the corner, it’s 

time to dust off the Christmas classics for the 

holidays! This year’s less-than-ideal conditions 

have left countless Americans with open 

schedules for the December holidays. Rather 

than traveling to meet their loved ones, many 

are set to stay home during the break. 

However, one heartwarming holiday festivity 

will never change—celebrating Christmas and 

New Year with classic holiday films. 

     In many ways, Christmas classics are a way 

to escape into memories of the past and an 

opportunity to break free from the stress of 

one’s daily life. Whether it be the childhood 

nostalgia of Dr. Seuss’ How the Grinch Stole 

Christmas (2000) or the comic relief of films 

such as Home Alone (1990), the holidays are 

best spent reliving the joyful and evocative 

moments of simpler times. 

     With more and more holiday classics 

becoming readily available to stream on

The Wrap

Taylor Momsen and Jim Carrey in How the Grinch Stole 
Christma

Classic Holiday Movies 

for Winter Staycation

by Shohini Mitra



 Screen Rant

From left, Rose McIver (A Christmas Prince), Kurt Russell (The Christmas Chronicles), and Vanessa Hudgens (The Princess Switch), the 

stars of some of Netflix’s most popular original holiday movies

services such as Netflix, Disney+, Hulu, 

Amazon, and more, viewers are getting ready 

to spend the season with the company of their 

favorite films. 

     “Because of COVID-19, I can’t participate 

in big annual events like I used to, like my 

church retreats and spending time with my 

family in North Jersey. Even though Christmas 

won’t be the same, I’m excited to revisit 

nostalgic childhood movies like A Charlie 

Brown Christmas,” said EBHS sophomore 

Emilie Lee. 

    Aside from relieving stress and indulging in 

seasonal nostalgia, the holiday season is also a 

chance to spend cherished moments with 

family. For many EBHS students, such as 

sophomore Brooke Lahr, quality time with 

family is long overdue. When asked about her 

plans for break, Lahr said, “my ideal way to 

make the most out of break would be 

spending the day baking cookies and sitting 

down with my family to watch our favorite 

Christmas movies like Polar Express and 

Home Alone.” 

 crazy

    

 Newsweek

A classic scene featuring Snoopy, Charlie Brown, and the 
Peanuts gang in ‘A Charlie Brown Christmas’

________________________________________________________________________________________

     According to CNN, one of the top Christmas 

movies of all time is Elf  (2003). This classic 2000s 

family film follows the story of Buddy the Elf 

(Will Ferrell) as he gets himself into all kinds of 

crazy hijinks after he finds himself in New York 

in search of his biological father. Ferrell was 

critically acclaimed in this film and is renowned 

for his comedic portrayal as one of santa’s elves. 

     Another honorable mention as a top tier 

holiday classic is A Christmas Carol. Based on 

Charles Dickens’ esteemed short novel, a 1938 

rendition of the story took it upon itself to 

convey the true meaning of the Christmas spirit. 

Ever since the movie’s debut in the early 

twentieth century, countless remakes of the 

timeless tale, both classic and modern, have 

brought more recognition to the original story.

     There is no doubt that the holidays will be 

very different this year due to the unforeseen 

circumstances of COVID-19. Nonetheless, 

staying home and spending time with loved ones 

to watch beloved Christmas films is the  perfect 

way to bring a happy ending to this 

unconventional year.
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Teacher of the Year 2020: Mrs. Sara Murphy

by Mary Elgayar

They show us our place in the world, they 

build us to be ready for it. They are architects 

of a generation, of future leaders and 

creators, of doers and thinkers. They are 

great teachers, and they walk so that their 

students can run. Every year at EBHS, a 

single teacher is chosen to be Teacher of the 

Year by the school community, giving them 

the recognition they deserve for their 

exceptional ability to engage and excite 

students in learning. This year, the award 

was given to Mrs. Sara Murphy. 

     Mrs. Murphy may call herself “the 

antithesis of what you would expect from a 

teacher in high school,” but her journey to 

becoming a teacher started right here in East 

Brunswick. An EBHS alumn, Mrs. Murphy 

said that it was her teachers who made her 

high school years so special, giving her both 

confidence in herself and her abilities in 

Language Arts. She may not have realized it at 

the time, she said, but they were shaping her 

future all along. She entered college as a 

biology major on the Pre-Med track, but it 

wasn't until she was halfway done with school 

that, walking across campus one day, she had a 

sudden urge to change it. She promptly 

changed her major to English, and never looked 

back.     

     “Something in me knew that I would be able 

to give back to my community in a more 

profound way through teaching than through 

my original pursuits,” Mrs. Murphy said. 

  East Brunswick Public Schools
Dr. Vinella presented Ms. Murphy with her Educator of the Year banner earlier this year 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

“I want every student who 
crossed my path to know that 
they have something special 
inside that the world needs.”



___________________________________________
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And before she knew it, following her 

dreams led her straight back to her roots: 

EBHS.

 This year, life at EBHS has been 

almost unrecognizable to Mrs. Murphy. With

her students connected to her through 

Microsoft Teams, she has encountered 

challenges while trying to engage them. In 

order for her students to learn during this 

difficult time, Mrs Murphy tries to keep 

herself “as approachable as possible,” but 

conceded that she misses the opportunity to 

develop deeper connections with her 

students. However, her efforts have not gone 

unnoticed among both students and staff. In 

her letter nominating Mrs. Murphy as 

Teacher of the Year, Ms. Cunningham, an 

EBHS English teacher and former student 

teacher of Mrs. Murphy, praised Murphy for 

having the unique ability to bring out the 

best in every student, herself included.

      “Mrs. Murphy’s time as a student at 

EBHS taught her the power of a good 

teacher—one whose priority is to see students 

for who they are and who they want to 

become, despite their circumstances or 

limitations,” Ms. Cunningham said. “My 

colleagues and many of her most challenging 

students would agree that Sara is one of 

those teachers. During my time as her 

student teacher and in the years since as her 

colleague and friend, Sara taught me how to 

be patient, tough, and transparent in the 

classroom. We are all better because of the 

lessons Mrs. Murphy has taught us."

     Mrs. Murphy is not only a wonderful 

teacher, colleague, and friend, but also a great 

role model who has positively impacted the 

community in a multitude of ways, especially 

through her involvement in many school clubs 

and programs. She currently advises Interact, but 

over the years, has been an advisor of Student 

Council, Homework Help, and Poetry Club as 

well. With Interact, Mrs. Murphy said, she helps 

to connect the East Brunswick community, 

organize beach sweeps and park clean ups, 

provide support for Daisy and EB Recreation 

events, and raise money for charitable causes. 

With each club she’s been a part of, serving 

others, or teaching others to serve, is at the heart 

of their mission.

  “One thing we like to do is ensure that all 

voices are heard and have discussions about the 

ideas we can pursue based upon circumstances, 

not popular opinion,” Mrs. Murphy said  

regarding her time as an advisor on Churchill’s 

Student Council. “We want all voices heard and 

all ideas given equal floor time.”

        But when all is said and done, the most 

rewarding part of her work is knowing she’s 

made a difference, Mrs. Murphy said. Whether it 

be watching students enjoy themselves at the 

Rotary Club of Madison
Interact is a service club dedicated to connecting communities



Her biggest piece of advice for students, she 

said, is to “turn your cameras on” and initiate “a 

sense of community” within virtual classrooms.        

     With all the craziness of the world we live in, 

Mrs. Murphy believes that education can 

ground us. Every student, Mrs. Murphy said, 

has the potential to make the most of the 

situations they are placed in. 

     “I want to be a voice for students, a person 

who could find a way to make seemingly 

impossible tasks accessible,” Mrs. Murphy said. 

“I want every student who crossed my path to 

know that they have something special inside 

that the world needs.”

NBC News

Workers at a Pfizer plant in Michigan prepare packages of the COVID-19 vaccine_______________________________________________________________________________________

ninth grade semi-formal, helping the world 

become a little greener with each beach sweep, 

or organizing drives to fund Daisy programs. 

“It’s quite humbling to be part of the solution,” 

she noted.

     Like so many teachers this year, the virtual 

model has been a learning experience. “So 

many things can go wrong at any moment,” 

Mrs. Murphy said. Remaining flexible is key.

     For any student trying to get the best out 

of their virtual high school experience, Mrs. 

Murphy recommended they zero in on the 

task at hand, without multitasking, in a quiet 

study space.
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A Vision for a Vaccine

by Kyle Courter

After nine months in quarantine, 

FDA-approved COVID-19 vaccines are 

finally on the horizon for U.S. citizens. On 

December 11, 2020, the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) announced their 

authorization of the Pfizer-BioNTech 

COVID-19 vaccine. They deemed that the 

vaccine “met the statutory criteria for issuance 

of an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA),” 

due to the sufficient data proving its potential 

benefits outweighed its associated risks. 

However, there has been some debate 

regarding how much people can trust this 

newly procured vaccine. Even before the 

coronavirus 



coronavirus outbreak, vaccines have been a 

topic of controversy for many. However, it is 

more imperative now than ever for EBHS 

students and faculty to make a decision: 

whether or not they deem this vaccine safe, 

and if given the option, would they take it?

     Currently, the United States is undergoing a 

“third wave” of COVID-19 cases, resulting in 

unprecedented numbers of new positive cases 

each day. To some, this new vaccine is the 

beacon of hope they needed; for others, the 

unknown and possibly detrimental side effects 

that could occur are worrisome. An 

anonymous poll conducted at EBHS helped to 

determine whether the majority of the student 

body wanted to be vaccinated or not. After 

viewing the results of the poll, ninety percent 

of EBHS students voted “yes” and ten percent 

voted “no.”

     “The leading scientists are saying it’s safe,” 

Adam Ahmadi, an EBHS senior, said 

regarding his decision to be vaccinated. “And 

because it was announced after the election, 

it's not politically motivated.” 

     Other students are more hesitant about 

the rapid rollout. On December 15, New 

Jersey, New Hampshire, Maine, and Puerto 

Rico received their first vaccine, but 

according to CNBC, even with the 

distribution, health researchers forecast that 

the U.S. death toll could reach a cumulative 

539,000 by April. 

      “The COVID-19 vaccine is such an 

amazing accomplishment in medicine, and a 

very large step to combatting a disease that 

has taken so many precious lives,” Sarah 

 why

Levin, an EBHS senior and prospective 

med-student, said. Levin is currently co-head of 

technology for EBHS Pre-Med Club, and has 

taken an Epidemiology course at Princeton 

University. “However, since this vaccine has 

come into distribution rapidly, I’m a little 

worried that we don’t yet know all the possible 

complications that it may or may not cause.”

   Since the majority of the student body are still 

minors, not everyone has the option to say “no” 

to being vaccinated. Senior Aiden Gumpper 

said that he “will most likely have to receive a 

vaccination due to college requirements and 

[his] parents.”

    Whether it is because of political reasons, 

their sheer trust in the FDA and their testing 

processes, or because they don’t have a choice, 

the majority of EBHS seems to be in agreement 

that the vaccine should be taken.  And if it does 

prove to be safe and effective, EBHS may be 

able to reunite in the near future. 
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AP News
President-elect Biden received the Pfizer vaccine on December 21
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If there’s one thing everyone can agree upon, 

it’s that 2020 will be a year to remember. 

Though many are hopeful that the new year 

will be a chance to start fresh, the countdown to 

2021 has led students and staff at EBHS to reflect 

on the new reality they’ve lived through 

together.

     Senior Annie Guo said that although “the 

beginning of 2020 was horrible” because of the 

COVID-19 pandemic, she is thankful that “a 

vaccine has come out” recently. For 2021, she 

wishes that “everyone is safe and sound and 

has a smile on their faces.” However, Guo also 

acknowledged the “pressure” and uncertainty 

of being a senior in a pandemic, an 

ever-present thought of the Class of 2021:

     “Am I going to get accepted to the colleges 

that I applied to? Am I going to pass my 

classes? Is it still possible that we can go to 

school in person in 2021? Is my grade going to 

get a prom this year? All these questions fly 

around in my head,” Guo said. “But I am 

trying to do my best right now given the 

current circumstances.”

     While the pandemic has prevented 

everyone from making those high school 

memories with friends and family, ones that 

would have lasted a lifetime, for many seniors, 

it has been an even tougher pill to swallow. 

Many are already looking ahead, hoping for a 

spring that will bring a sense of normalcy 

back to their senior year. 

     However, much of the staff and faculty are 

.

   

also trying to make the most of the present 

circumstances, including Mrs. Cofinas, a 

physics teacher at EBHS.

     “I can honestly say that I have learned and 

grown more as a teacher in this last year than I 

had in the last several years combined,” Mrs. 

Cofinas said. 

     Despite the difficulties, the adversity the past 

couple months has brought has allowed many, 

like Christina Ayad, a junior at EBHS,  to 

flourish. It’s a trend she's hoping to continue in 

2021.   

    “I want to complete incomplete projects and 

hobbies. I want to spend my time on more 

important things too,” Ayad said regarding her 

goals for the new year. 

    Many share Ayad’s hope to finish what was 

left incomplete this year. With nothing but 

time, 2021 will be an opportunity to continue to 

focus on caring for ourselves. It’s something 

that, in the chaos of a regular school year, we 

too often disregard. Staying home and 

practicing self care is definitely a great way to 

kick off 2021, and setting goals is a good way to 

give direction to the new year in these 

unpredictable times. But most of all, Mrs. 

Cofinas added, along with the rest of the world, 

we are all looking for a return to normal.

by Kelly Tang
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Many students are still struggling to adjust to distance learning 
and hope to go back to school in 2021_________________________________________

New Year, New Goals



workouts involving strength and agility 

training. However, the pandemic also canceled 

this form of preparation.

     In the last few weeks before the season, 

Senior Captain Erin Cosio encouraged her 

teammates to use this time “to fine-tune your 

game, get conditioned, and get excited. While 

[the season] looks different this year,” Cosio 

said, “we have to make the most of what we 

have. If we all share a positive, team-centered 

attitude, the individual and team successes will 

come.” 

Patch

Governor Murphy announced more restrictions such as the 
cancellation of high school and youth sports until January 2____________________________________________

Winter Sports in the 
New Year
by Minta Caune and  Ben Kim

In November, Governor Phil Murphy 

announced that the winter sports season will 

be pushed back until January 11. The delay 

means that these sports, notably basketball 

and bowling, will have even shorter seasons 

than usual. Other sports like swimming and 

winter track will begin February 1. All of 

these sports will be without spectators.

     This delay has been especially difficult for 

East Brunswick’s swim team. Their season 

was originally scheduled to start on 

November 1, and their pre-season workouts 

were canceled. Nonetheless, the swimmers 

are expected to compete at full strength in 

February.

      When asked about challenges for this 

upcoming season, senior and Varsity 

swimmer Daniel Alexeev said, “this season 

has been both mentally and physically 

challenging. Not being able to practice with 

my teammates and continuing to stay in 

shape is tough. However, our entire team is 

ready to take on this challenge and excited to 

get back in the water. I want to finish my 

senior year strong.”

     The situation has been similar for East 

Brunswick’s girls basketball team. The fall 

off-season is usually spent doing team 
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If you would like your club to be 
included in the calendar of The 
Weekly by The Clarion, fill out this 
form! 
https://forms.gle/jazB64gVXibTtk2D6 

     “I  hope that 2021 brings some sense of 

peace,” Mrs. Cofinas said, “as well as some 

sense of closure moving forward.” 
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